
SAP CRM CUSTOM ASSIGNMENT BLOCK

Hi Experts,I had created a custom component based on the link below:http://www carriagehouseautoresto.com after I
done this and put this block(EccoTesting) in "Displayed Assignment Blocks", it prompt me an.

It possible to have buttons on top of the result table header to provide some business process. It is possible to
have hyperlinks within all these types of view. Most likely your view is part of a window already. We got the
whole attributes as shown bellow. Possible views in an assignment block: Form view Table view Tree view
The header of the Overview page displays the title of the object which is open and its description. After we
create the appropriate binding we need to add the attributes to the view. With these hyperlinks, it is possible to
navigate to the individual record which is displayed in the Overview page. Home page Worklist page: It
displays alerts, workflow tasks and business transactions which are currently pending with or assigned to the
logged in user. We see that we have the 2 BOL objects that we added when we working with the wizard in
time of the view creation. Personalization settings pop-up view Using the personalization button on the search
result table header, user can personalize this view for the columns displayed and the order in which the
columns are displayed. Here we need to define the view type and its properties. In layout section user can set
Skin of the application. Add the incorporated view to the default window We incorporated the view within the
CRM UI Webclient home page component, so next step is to add this view to the default window. To do that
we need to go to the component set definition. Personalization Options Setting skin in personalization There is
a separate block for settings related to the Groupware integration. But for the applications in the navigation
bar, the structure and layout of work area is identical across the applications. We move to the next step. All
types of view in assignment block i. Create a custom view In our example we want to inform the user about
his opportunities. First assignments block shows the header or main details and other data are grouped in to
different assignment blocks as per the requirement. After we add the attributes to our view we need to add our
view as an assignment block. Subscribe to our blog! In this block user can maintain required settings for the
integration of CRM with user mailbox for E-Mail and Calendar pages.


